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Epidermolytic hyperkeratosis a histological hallmark in the diagnosis of bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma
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Abstract

Bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma is an uncommon form childhood keratinizing disorder. Early in life it is associated with generalized blistering and erythroderma. Later on it produces rippled type of hyperkeratosis. The diagnosis is confirmed by a very characteristic histopathology. It is described as “epidermolytic hyperkeratosis”. The purpose of this report is to highlight the features of epidermolytic hyperkeratosis and discuss the differential diagnosis of this histological entity.
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Introduction

Epidermolytic hyperkeratosis is a unique histopathological entity characterized by granular degeneration and epidermal cytolysis in upper layers of the epidermis. This entity is typically seen in bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma, but it may be associated with a variety of other diseases, each having a unique clinical appearance.

Case report

Our patient was a 4-year-old girl who was brought to skin outpatient department by her parents with the complaints since birth of generalized dry and thick skin and frequent development of clear fluid filled lesions, which sometimes got infected. According to the parents the girl was born with a normal but slightly dry skin. As she grew old the redness deepened and she developed recurrent flaccid blisters over chest, trunk, forearms and back of legs. Blisters were still erupting, but in addition to a generalized dry skin she was also developing thick and pigmented lesions on dorsum of hands, forearms, feet and legs.

On examination, the patient was a healthy looking young girl with normal milestones. She was non-toxic and had mild pallor. The general physical and systemic examination was unremarkable. On dermatological examination, the patient had generalized ichthyosis (Figure 1) with areas of rippled hyperkeratosis on neck, abdomen, back of hands and feet (Figure 2). There were multiple superficial erosions over abdomen (Figure 3), forearms and ankles. Based on the history and clinical examination the diagnosis of congenital bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma was made and for confirmation, skin biopsy from dorsal surface of right leg was performed. The histopathological appearance was that of massive hyperkeratosis and papillomatosis. There was an intragranular split containing serum and acute inflammatory cell infiltrate and there was a pronounced epidermal hyperplasia (Figure 4). The above
picture was consistent with the characteristic histological appearance of ‘epidermolytic hyperkeratosis’ seen typically in bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma and a few other diseases.

The patient was advised topical emollients and anti-bacterial ointments for the ulcerated lesions. The parents were explained about the disease and its risk in subsequent pregnancies and were advised regular follow-up in the OPD.

Discussion

Congenital bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma (CBIE) is a very rare disease (incidence 1:300000 births), and although sometimes inherited by an autosomal dominant mode, it more often appears to arise by spontaneous mutation. At birth the infant may show marked hyperkeratosis, erythroderma or even present as a collodion baby. The scales are soon lost, leaving a generalized moist, tender erythroderma followed by development of widespread blistering which heals without scarring. As the patient becomes older, erythema and blistering becomes less apparent and later the disease is complicated by the development of verrucous hyperkeratosis, especially in the flexures. The scales are said to have a quill-like (spiny) appearance (ichthyosis hystrix). In approximately 60% of patients, palmoplantar hyperkeratosis develops with BIE and may result in recurrent painful fissures, contractures...
and sclerodactyly. It is however, not related to the disease severity. Nail dystrophy may be a feature. Some cases are complicated by sepsis, fluid loss and electrolyte imbalance. Severely affected children may be of short stature, although many catch up in adolescence.

The condition is associated with markedly increased epidermopoiesis. There is considerable evidence in recent literature, confirming that CBIE represents a genetic disorder of keratin expression with autosomal dominant inheritance. It shows linkage to type II keratin gene cluster on chromosome 12q and 17q. Direct sequencing of keratin 1 and 10 genes has identified point mutations in number of affected families. Interestingly keratin 1 mutation is associated with severe palmoplantar hyperkeratosis while keratin 10 mutations are not.

The histopathological features known as epidermolytic hyperkeratosis (EH) or granular degeneration are very striking. Most characteristically it is associated with, (1) massive hyperkeratosis, papillomatosis and acanthosis, (2) greatly thickened and abnormal granular cell layer, (3) intensely eosinophilic intracytoplasmic inclusions in granular layer, (4) intragranular split due to extreme intracellular edema (cytolysis), and (5) intraepidermal blister formation (following cytolysis). In addition to bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma, there are a few diseases which are associated with this histology. These include ichthyosis bullosa of Siemens, some cases of ichthyosis hystrix, Vorner’s palmoplantar keratoderma, a subgroup of linear verrucous epidermal nevi, and epidermolytic acanthoma. It may be an incidental finding in seborrheic keratosis, actinic keratosis, in situ squamous cell carcinoma, invasive squamous cell carcinoma, nevi, epidermal and pilar cysts. In such incidental lesions, the changes are limited to one or two dermal papillae in contrast to more extensive involvement in other diseases.

The patients are managed conservatively with the use of topical emollients, appropriate antibiotics and antiseptic creams when required. Topical calcipitriol helps in some cases but may induce irritation. Oral retinoids may be required in severe cases. It reduces scaling but may induce skin fragility and blistering.
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